Abstract-Requirements baseline is the set of features intended to be delivered in a specific version of a software application under development. During this decade the constant growth of software products along with the evident pressure on time to market has made the selection of features a crucial step for a software project success. It is both a challenging and time consuming process that requires a substantial expertise from project managers. Prioritization of features is one of the means that help in making the choice. It is typically performed by grouping features into three priority levels: critical, important, and useful. Critical and important features are seen as "must have", while useful features are qualified as "nice-to-have". Paradoxically, the latter plays an important role in customer satisfaction and achieving the "wow" factor. A good selection of useful features identifies efficiently those features that can be delivered by the end of the project without any additional delay. So far, managers have little support in this process increasing the chances of making a poor selection. To answer this need, we propose a new modeling and simulation approach that takes into account feature priorities and calculates the probabilities of having useful features implemented within the timeframe of the project. It also incorporates uncertainties related to human resources availability providing a more realistic schedule and estimation.
INTRODUCTION
Project management is the discipline of planning, organizing, and managing resources to achieve specific project goals and objectives. It is the activity which uses schedules to plan and subsequently report progress within the project environment. In the initial project stages, project managers are usually concerned with defining initial project plans and requirements baseline where the project mission as well as the project schedule plan is identified [1] . This initial plan is used as a basis on which delivery commitments are made. Therefore, constructing credible initial plans that provide a good estimation of completion dates helps the project success and may avoid customers' disappointment.
A. Problem Statement
With the ever-growing size of software projects, managers are facing the growing problem of feature selection. Product feature is defined as a set of logically related requirements that provide certain functionality to the software and enable the fulfillment of business objectives. Thus, feature selection addresses the problem of selecting features that can be implemented within project constraints, such as human resources, budget, and time. Typically, the set of features that should be implemented in each release are identified in the initial plan. However, this process is not yet controlled and even though feature selection is carried out based on the available project resources, in many cases, managers fail to deliver all the features they first promised to their clients. In fact, activities in a real industrial project may take more time than their original estimate, leading to a delay in other activities due to resource unavailability [2] which may cause delays in features' implementation. Consequently, even good projects fail [3] , particularly so in the software industry where statistics show that approximately one-third of software projects fail to deliver anything, and another third deliver something workable but not satisfactory [4] . This failure is mainly to poor upfront planning, late re-planning and non-tracked planning.
"Planning and control" has been named as one of the top three factors that influence project success, besides "project objectives" and "personnel and team building" [5] . In addition, it is well recognized today that the quality and depth of early planning is a common element on most successful projects. Such plans should remain of high quality even when the environment deviates due to uncertainties [6] . They also define accurately the product features to deliver within the timeframe of the project and which become the initial baseline for product design.
Requirements baseline is the set of features intended to be delivered in a specific version of the application. This baseline represents a contract between the customer and the development team. It reflects, in customer"s point of view, a specification of acceptable product to be delivered during future releases, as well as, in development team"s point of view, the set of features that have reasonable probability of achievement [7] .
A common technique used to help the definition of requirements baseline is prioritization. Prioritization relies on giving more weight to the most important features. These priorities are usually set by customers and attributed to features according to customer" needs. A common approach to prioritization is to group features into three priority categories [8] : critical, important, and useful. While critical and important features have to be delivered to the customer by the end of the project, useful features are seen as nice-to-have requirements that are not crucial for the success of the project. This prioritization helps the project manager to resolve conflicts and, more importantly, to perform trade-offs throughout the development lifecycle [9] .
Based on above-mentioned features" priorities, we notice that there exists a fundamental difference in the nature of features. Project managers have certain flexibility in their choices among these useful features with respect to resources availability and deadlines, a flexibility they certainly do not have with critical and important features. However, with the hard competition that software industry is witnessing, implementation of useful features is playing an important role in the acceptance of the project and the "wow" factors that any development team is looking for. Unfortunately, due to unpredictable events and delays, managers are often forced to cancel the implementation of some nice-to-have features to meet releases" deadlines. While this seems the least harmful decision to cope with uncertainties, it still may affect badly the customer satisfaction. To avoid such situations, managers have to deliver a quality project baseline. Improving project baseline is in fact predicting in a more precise way the set of features that will be implemented even if the project plan deviates.
B. Contributions
To support the useful feature selection process, managers need an intelligent support for software release planning. Such support will:
1) help managers cope with the increasing number of features in software projects on the one hand, and with uncertainties that the project may face, on the other hand.
2) make the decisions made in requirements management not solely based on human judgment, as it is the case in most traditional approaches (see Figure 1 ), but also based on a sound model and methodologies.
3) be an intelligent support that reflects features' priority as well as uncertainties that surround any software in project scheduling. Last but not least, 4) help the optimizaion of resources' usage since projects should not be delayed or go over budget because of the implementation of these features.
In this paper we propose a new simulation approach that helps managers in the selection of useful features, as shown in Figure 2 . Our approach promotes a proactive scheduling that takes into consideration the available human resources to schedule task"s execution with respect to the priority of the feature it is implementing. Analogous to features" priorities, our model distinguishes between cancelable and non-cancelable tasks.
Figure 2: New Simulation approach to help feature selection
A cancelable task is defined as a project task that can be postponed or canceled, i.e.
-postponed, if: 1) resources needed to implement the task are not available, or 2) there is a task with higher priority that is not implemented yet and that needs the resources of the cancelable task, and -canceled, if:
3) the project runs out of budget and time.
To achieve our goal, we enhance the project schedule model to enable calculation of probabilities of having a certain task implemented by a given user deadline. Once the simulation results are available, probabilities of completing each cancelable task are provided to the manager. These probabilities may act as a new selection criterion and help them in making a judicious choice of features to consider in their baseline. The obtained baseline will have a higher probability to be implemented and delivered within the given deadline.
We use Gantt chart for modeling initial project schedules to display the precedence constraints. We extend this formalism to include cancelable tasks and to calculate the probability of their completion. We choose the proxel-based method for simulating project schedules for its flexibility and accuracy [10] . Namely, with one single simulation run, the hybrid method provides complete transient solution of a stochastic model, showing its behavior at every point in the discretized timeline. The method has been successfully applied to the simulation of classical project schedules [11] .
C. Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work on feature selection as well as on simulation models in project scheduling. Section III defines different project tasks according to feature priority levels. It also presents the proxel-based simulation. Section IV illustrates our approach with a simulation example that shows how our model can help the selection of useful features. Section V concludes the paper and outlines our future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Unfortunately, major project planning software packages are too stiff when it comes to defining project schedules. Also, many of the analysis methods and tools oversimplify the uncertainty in projects and thus provide inaccurate results [12] [13, 14] .
In [16] , authors present a new framework, NextMove, that assists project managers in allocating and managing tasks in an agile, distributed development environment. The framework considers team backlog, as well as requirement priorities to help project teams in tracking, coordinating and communicating tasks in a distributed development environment. However the simulation model used does not consider emergent uncertainties that any software project often encounters. To have a realistic definition and analysis, project schedules have to anticipate high uncertainty, and should also provide recommendations to aid the decision making process in various possible uncertain scenarios. This is what we term an Enhanced Project Schedule, for which generation we have already developed a framework [15] .
On the other hand, because of the importance of release planning, many researchers have addressed the assignment of requirements to a sequence of releases. The authors in [17] analyze the effects of defect and effort reestimation in the process of release re-planning. Each planned release has a limited effort capacity. This capacity limits the number of features that can be implemented during that release. In the example they present, the features of the baseline were chosen according to their respective priorities. However, uncertainties that may arise are again not taken into account, affecting badly the feature selection. In [18] , the authors present a six step process model for release planning, termed EVOLVE. This approach takes into account stakeholder priorities as well as effort constraints for all releases. While their approach supports the feature selection decision according to their priorities, it does not include resource constraints and other aspects of task scheduling, a fact that impairs the accomplishment of a robust schedule.
In our previous work [19, 20] , we aimed towards providing a more realistic model and more accurate predictions of durations of project schedules. We have developed a new type of activity in project schedules, termed "floating task". Floating task is a task that anticipates high uncertainty and is highly flexible in terms of its human resource allocation. In addition, this task has the property of being flexible in its order of execution with respect to other tasks. In this paper, we extend our model to help managers decide on features selection and answer the following three challenges:
1) How can project scheduling differentiate between nice-to-have features and vital features? 2) How to take full advantage of the global resource pool and try to implement the maximum number of nice-to-have features within the timeframe of the project? 3) How can simulation-based tools guide the manager in her/his choice of nice-to-have features to deliver in each release?
III. PROJECT SCHEDULING: A NOVEL MODEL
To provide a more realistic modeling of software project schedules, we consider a multi-modal task representation where each activity can be processed in one of several modes. Each mode describes a task implementation option in terms of duration and human resource allocation. We introduce several types of project tasks to enable proper mapping of each feature priority to a task in the project schedule.
A. Assumptions
In the following we list the set of assumptions that our model is based upon: 1. Managers are provided with a pool of human resources with different degrees of productivity to perform various types of tasks. 2. Each team is responsible for completing the implementation of a feature as a whole. 3. Tasks are sharing human resources and their implementation is a subject to a certain precedence order. 4. A change in the team structure is considered as a change of the whole team. The new team has new characteristics and hence may take less or more time to implement its assigned tasks. 5. Duration of a task is modeled by a probability distribution function. Input probability distribution functions can be fitted based on historical data for similar tasks and situations and may be adapted to concrete situations of projects. The estimation process would, obviously, require a high level of expertise. 6. A feature can be implemented by various teams.
Each team has a specified probability distribution to implement it according to its expertise. 7. Features are correctly prioritized. Change of prioritization [21] , as it may happen during the project implementation due to addition/removal/change of other features, is not observed in our current model. 8. The type of a project task depends on the priority of the feature that the task is representing.
B. Tasks Definition
We propose to distinguish tasks so that they reflect the priority of the features they are implementing. Two factors are to be considered: 1) flexibility of the order of execution in the schedule, and 2) flexibility in the human resources allocation. Further, we distinguish two tasks, named: non-cancelable tasks and cancelable tasks defined as follows: 1) Non-Cancelable Tasks: tasks that may have flexibility in human resource allocation, but cannot be canceled. In fact, when teams responsible for implementing a non-cancelable task are either unavailable or solicited to do tasks with higher priority, then these tasks can be postponed but never canceled. Resource allocations for non-cancelable tasks can follow a fixed strategy, where only one team can be assigned to implement them, or a multi-modal strategy, where many teams can be assigned to implement them according to teams availability.
2) Cancelable Tasks: tasks that have flexibility in of the human resource allocation and can be canceled. When teams responsible for implementing a cancelable task are either unavailable or solicited to implement tasks with higher priority, and the project is overdue, then the task is canceled. Resource allocations for cancelable tasks can follow a fixed strategy, where only one team can be responsible for implementing it, or a multi-modal strategy, where many teams can be responsible to implement it with respect to their availability. Table 1 presents a possible mapping between features priority levels and their potential assigned tasks. Let us outline some facts:
1. As expected, critical and important features can never be modeled as cancelable tasks. Only nice-to-have features can be canceled. 2. While it is possible to model useful features with non cancelable tasks, we do not recommend it. It prevents the model from certain flexibility in the task execution order. 3. Critical and important features have to be modeled as non-cancelable tasks, either with fixed or multimodal human resources" allocation. We believe that this depends on the risk level of the feature. When the risk associated with the feature is high then it would be more judicious to assign its implementation to an experienced team and model it as noncancelable task with fixed resource allocation. However, when the feature is critical, but presents low risk, then we can tolerate more flexibility in its implementation.
Let us formally define a task. Let be the set of n features of the software under implementation. Let be the set of m teams (representing the human resources available for that software project).
Definition 1: Task
A task is a 3-tuple where: 1) the feature the task is implementing. 2) the type of the task 3)
is the set of probability functions assigned to team T j to implement feature R i .
In the case of fixed human resource allocation strategy D is defined as a singleton. 
C. Enhanced Project Schedule
Ideally, the nature of tasks needs to be taken into consideration when simulating the project schedule. To achieve this goal, we propose to extend the project schedule with fuzzy rules [22, 23] . In the context of our approach, fuzzy rules are conditional statements that express potential deviations to the initial project plan and remedial actions that should be undertaken consequently.
Each fuzzy rule is made up of two parts: condition and action, formally written as " ". Conditions can be described either by using strict terms, or fuzzy ones. Actions can typically be canceling or interrupting some of the tasks, or one of the various types of rescheduling. Using these fuzzy rules makes our schedule description evolving, rather than rigid and inflexible. An example of a fuzzy rule would be:
Both are examples for typical actions during project execution. However, in our approach we allow for their modeling, assessment and quantitative evaluation. The fuzzy rules are in fact the interpretation of the task type on the simulation schedule. They should be consistent with the type of the tasks specified by the analyst. As an example, a rule can never recommend to cancel a noncancelable task as they represent critical and important features. Consequently, the two rules mentioned-above are correct only if Task z and Task y are cancelable tasks.
Definition 2: Enhanced Project Schedule
An Enhanced Project Schedule (EPS) is a 5-tuple where:
1)
, set of tasks in the project schedule 2) , where is the set of tuples representing the tasks precedence constraints. The tuple would mean that completing is a prerequirement for beginning 3) set of teams available for the project implementation 4) set of fuzzy rules that are in line with features" priorities. 5) set of possible starting points of the project implementation.
Note that Initial represents the assignments of tasks to the different teams at the starting point of the project implementation. Initial can be either a singleton, where we have only one possible starting point to the project implementation or a set of different possible starting points.
can also be a Gantt Chart that determines the initial assignment of tasks to available teams, as well as a possible initial order of execution.
As shown in Figure 3 , the generation of EPS is based on the feature precedence constraints and the nature of the tasks. As mentioned previously, any rule specified within the fuzzy rules should not violate them.
D. Proxel-Based Simulation for Feature Selection
The proxel-based method is a simulation method based on the method of supplementary variables [24] . It was introduced and formalized in [10, 25] . The advantages of the proxel-based method are its flexibility to analyze stochastic models that can have complex dependencies and at the accuracy of results, which is comparable to the accuracy of Markov chain numerical solvers [26] . It has been successfully applied for project schedule simulation [11] , and due to its flexibility it is highly suitable to model and simulate project schedules with additional The proxel-based method is based on expanding the definition of a state by including additional parameters which trace relevant quantities in one model following a previously chosen time step. Typically, this includes, but is not limited to, age intensities of the relevant transitions. The expansion implies that all parameters pertinent for calculating probabilities for future development of a model are identified and included in the state definition of a model. Proxels (stands for probability elements), as basic computational units of the algorithm, follow dynamically all possible expansions of one model. The state-space of the model is built on-the-fly, as illustrated in Figure 4 , by observing every possible transiting state and assigning a probability value to it (Pr in the figure stands for the probability value of the proxel). Basically, the state space is built by observing all possible options of what can happen at the next time step. The first option is for the model to transit to another discrete state in the next time step, according to the associated transitions. The second option is that the model stays in the same discrete state, which results in a new proxel too. Zero-probability states are not stored and, as a result, no further investigated. This implies that only the truly reachable (i.e. tangible) states of the model are stored and consequently expanded.
At the end of a proxel-based simulation run, a transient solution is obtained which outlines the probability of every state at every point in time, as discretized through the chosen size of the time step. It is important to notice that one source of error of the proxel-based method comes from the assumption that the model makes at most one state change within one time step. This error is elaborated in [10] .
Each proxel carries the probability of the state that it describes (denoted as Pr in Figure 4 ). Probabilities are calculated using the instantaneous rate function (IRF), also known as hazard rate function. IRF approximates the probability that an event will happen within a predetermined elementary time step, given that it has been pending for a certain amount of time  (indicated as "age intensity"). It is calculated from the probability density function (f) and the cumulative distribution function (F) using the following formula:
As all state-space based methods, this method also suffers from the state-space explosion problem [27] , but it can be predicted and controlled by calculating the lifetimes of discrete states in the model. In addition, its efficiency and accuracy can be further improved by employing discrete phases and extrapolation of solutions [28] . More on the proxel-based method can be found in [10] . For our purpose we extended the original proxel-based simulation algorithm to account for the fuzzy scenarios (shown by the p fuzzy variable in Figure 4 ). They fitted straightforwardly into the existing framework. In addition, the algorithm was adapted to collect statistics about the probability of having a certain feature implemented.
The general simplified proxel format is the following:
where:
, and  Task Vector is a vector whose size is equal to the number of teams available and records the task that each team is working on,  Age Vector tracks the length that each team has been working on the task specified in the Task Vector, correspondingly,  Completed Tasks stores the set of completed tasks,  t is the time at which the afore-described state is observed, and  Pr stores the probability that the schedule is in the afore-specified state at time t. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the on-the-fly building of the state-space of the project schedule model. Thus, there is no need for any pre-processing to generate the statespace. It is directly derived from the input file specification. The initial state proxel is derived from the initial state that is specified in the input file as well.The algorithm operates by using two interchangeable data structures, Proxel_Tree[0] and Proxel_Tree [1] , that store the proxels from two subsequent time steps (regulated by the switch variable). If two proxels represent the same state, there is only one proxel stored, and their corresponding probabilities are summed up.
For collecting statistics about useful features (cancelable tasks), we introduce rewards in the simulation model that are associated with the event of completion of a task. This provides us with a probabilistic assessment of the completion of a task, subject to the fuzzy scenarios associated with the project schedule. Finally, the obtained results are probability functions of time that show the probabilities of having each task completed. The ones that are most relevant for our approach are those of the cancelable tasks as they provide us with insight useful to the selection of features to be implemented within the timeframe of the project or the release. More precisely, we are looking for the ranking of probabilities of having each "nice-to-have" feature implemented. The adapted proxel-based simulation method is illustrated in Subsection IV.B, where using our example project schedule model, we show step-by-step the simulation process.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We consider a general example of a project schedule that contains six features: two critical features, one important feature and three useful features. Based on their priorities, each feature is mapped to a task (Task1, Task2, Task3, Task4, Task5, and Task6) and assigned a task nature (i.e. cancelable or non-cancelable). We consider that the project has two teams available: Team A and Team B. Table 2 summarizes the mapping between the features and tasks as well as the human resources allocation. We notice that Feature2 and Feature4 cannot be implemented until Feature1 is completed, a fact that adds some precedence constraints to our model.
A. Model Specifications
The purpose of simulation is to help managers determine which of the three useful features have higher probability to be implemented within the project deadline, under the fuzzy rule constraints, and with respect to teams" availability, and hence be part of the project baseline. The Gantt chart of the sample project schedule is shown in Figure 5 , where the blue-colored tasks are cancelable. In addition to this, the project schedule has a predefined deadline D=15.
The project schedule is described as an enhanced project schedule, which means it also features a fuzzy scenario, under which conditions it is observed. The fuzzy scenario enhances the degree of uncertainty available and creates a dynamically evolving project schedule, based on an initial one. In our case, the fuzzy scenario is defined as follows: It is formally described as:
.
Recall that our goal is to discover, based on the available information, which of the "nice-to-have" features are most probable to be implemented, given the constraints of the initial project schedule. For this purpose we run proxel-based simulation which allows us to collect the necessary statistics to answer this question. 
B. Simulation Details
To illustrate the proxel-based simulation in the context of enhanced project schedules we use our sample model and provide the step-by-step development of its simulation. Thus, the first step is to define the format of the proxel, which is dependent on the model to allow the tracking of the relevant quantities in the model. The proxel in the simplified form, by definition, consists of five components, i.e. the state, the age intensities, the relevant rewards, the simulation time t, and the probability of the system being in that state at that point in time. In this way, it uniquely defines each and every state the model can be in every point in time.
For our model, the state definition is the following:
, where both elements hold the names of the tasks that both teams are working on, correspondingly. Furthermore, we track the amount of time that each team has been working on the respective task, which forms the age intensity vector. Finally, to this we add the set of completed tasks, as an additional parameter (relevant reward) to the state vector that gets updated each time a task completes. Thus, the proxel definition for the example model is as follows:
For the concrete example, the initial proxel is:
At the beginning, teams A and B work on Task1 and Task3, correspondingly, and have been doing this for zero duration of time. There are no completed tasks, and thus, this parameter is an empty set. The simulation time is zero as well, as it has just begun, and the probability is 1.0 as that is the certain initial state of the model. Theoretically, depending on the distribution functions and size of the time step Dt, one of the following can happen: 1) Task1 completes, 2) Task3 completes, and 3) None of the tasks complete According to this, following proxels will be generated:
, and
3)
In case (1) and (2) there are more sub-cases due to the fuzzy rules, i.e. depending on the fuzzy membership function "close to deadline" value. Let us consider the proxel (1). The first case represents the possibility that Team A starts implementing Task4. The second case represents the possibility that Team A starts implementing Task6. Finally the third case represents the possibility that Team A is release because the project is close to deadline, as specified in the fuzzy rule. In that sense:  , where  is the instantaneous rate function for the completion of Task1, and is the fuzzy membership function of "close to deadline". This clearly illustrates the development of the proxelbased simulation. To obtain the final statistics we sum the probabilities for each discrete state of the model at every time step. The discrete state is composed of the tasks that each team is working on, along with the set of completed tasks.
C. Simulation Results
In the following we present the simulation results of our model. The proxel-based simulation provides complete results, i.e. a probability function of the duration of the project (see Figure 6 ) along with any needed statistics as is the case with the task completion probabilities. In addition, it provides the probability functions of having each of the tasks completed, as shown in Figure 7 . The simulation shows that:
1) the three cancelable tasks, representing the three useful features we have specified, as expected have probabilities less than 1.0 of getting completed within the timeframe of the project. This is due to the fact that they can be canceled if the project is nearing the deadline, more realistic result. 2) Task6 has the lowest probability to be implemented within the given timeframe, whereas Task5 has the highest probability to be implemented within the given timeframe. This is slightly counter-intuitive, as one would expect that the task that can be accomplished by more teams has the highest probability of completion. This implies that the simulation can provide a significant insight into the real assumptions and behavior of the project schedule, thus impacting the feature selection, by providing additional information. 3) Task5 can be implemented before the implementation of Task2, in spite of Task5 being a cancelable task. This is due to the precedence constraints we have. Recall that Task2 should be implemented after Task1. Hence, in order to optimize the usage of resources, once Team B finishes the implementation of Task3, it starts working on Task5 rather than staying idle waiting for Task1 to complete.
D. Discussion
As afore-described, our focus is to obtain the ranking of probabilities to have cancelable tasks completed within the project deadline. This provides us with an insight to aid the process of selection of useful features all along with the optimization of the human resources usage.
The enhanced project schedule model allows for including higher degree of uncertainty, while increasing the authenticity of the model and aiding the decision making. We have illustrated our approach with a simple model to aid the comprehension of the approach. However, the fuzzy rules can be much more complex, and theoretically, the proxel-based method can handle them easily. This is a work in progress, where the goal is to produce a tool to fully automate the process. In addition, simulation results depend on the initial state of the project schedule model. Hence, in order to have an accurate result, we need to consider all possible initial assignments of teams over the tasks. In the current model, our approach does not allow interruption of tasks, which we believe will make our model even more realistic. Certainly, not all tasks can be interrupted, it will be a feature of the task itself. The interruption of tasks will allow the modeling of requirements volatility, a major problem in software project.
Another considered future improvement is the team takeover, which occurs regularly and can be also managed by the fuzzy.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We presented a new simulation model that supports the process of useful features selection. The goal is to help the manager in selecting and prioritizing these nice-tohave features and to guide such selection based not solely on human judgment, but also on a robust simulation approach that takes into account additional uncertainty factors.
We consider features' priorities to be the input to the simulation tool. The simulation approach distinguishes between useful features that under some circumstances may be canceled, and the rest of them, for which the manager has no choice but to deliver them at the end of the project. Finally, we calculate probabilities of having each project task completed, which provides the manager with insight of realistic chances of having a feature implemented if the project plan deviates because of human resources uncertainties. The approach that we are presenting is not meant to be a comprehensive solution to features selection. Rather, it aims to augment the chance of a better selection of features based on feature priority and team availability.
Our model has three main advantages: 1) it targets the optimization of resources usage, and hence, minimizes idle time of teams; 2) it identifies the nice-to-have features that have the highest probability to be implemented within project/release deadlines and with respect to human resources uncertainties; and 3) it gives a new criterion for useful features selection. As a result, the obtained project baseline is expected to be of higher quality and depth.
In our future work, we aim at applying our approach in an industrial project planning. We also plan to extend the simulation model to represent more priority levels. And finally, we aim at investigating the extension of the model to handle multi-project resource sharing. 
